FORAGE MANAGEMENT DAY
HOSTED BY THE PURDUE UNIVERSITY CROP DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING & RESEARCH CENTER
Feldun-Purdue Ag Center
Bedford, Indiana

FRIDAY
AUGUST 20, 2021
8:00 AM - 4:30 PM (EST)
Feldun Purdue Ag Center
1117 IN-458
Bedford, Indiana 47421

Featured Speakers
- Larry Bledsoe, Pest Management Area Specialist, Department of Entomology
- Keith Johnson, Extension Forage Specialist, Department of Agronomy
- Nick Minton, Extension Beef Systems Specialist, Department of Animal Sciences
- Shelby Gruss, Postdoctoral Scholar, Department of Agronomy
- Brooke Stefancik, Extension Educator, Sullivan County Indiana
- Marcelo Zimmer, Weed Science Specialist, Department of Botany & Plant Pathology
- John Scott, Digital Agriculture Extension Coordinator, Purdue College of Agriculture

REGISTRATION
FORAGE MANAGEMENT DAY
Feldun Purdue Ag Center
Bedford, Indiana

Featured Sessions

- Getting Beyond "It's a Clover" and "It's a Grass"
- Making Baleage Successfully - There's More to It than Just Wrapping a Bale
- Forage Sorghum or Corn as a Silage?
- Using Your Senses to Evaluate Forages
- Making Weed Control Decisions - It's More than Using 2,4-D
- The Science, Art, and Importance of Effective Insect Scouting
- The Value of "An Eye in the Sky"

Pre-registration is required.

Cost: $110

Registration Form:

Mail to: Purdue University DTC
915 W State Street; West Lafayette, IN 47906

Timing: Check-in 8:00-8:30 AM
Program 8:30 AM-4:30 PM (EST)

Questions? dtc@purdue.edu

CEUs:
(4.0 CM, 2.5 PM, .05 NM)

Indiana CCH's:
(4.0 for category 1, & RT)